First Meeting
Shore School
Held Monday

Jack Wood Opens Course
With Informal Talk
On Program

55 PERSONS ATTEND
Two weeks before course in five-minute
draw to start 9:00-9:30 P.M.
In Mass. When the Nautical Association
of the Shore School, made its appearance
as a shore school. Jack Wood, sailing
leader and nautical instructor, opening
this course, pulled out the fifteen persons
present that fundamentals would be
covered during this period.

The association represents the first
collegiate yacht racing association
sponsored by a college," said Wood.
"We're being watched by the
whole country," he continued, "and
this school is one of the highlights
of the association's first year. Arnold
Wood, also a sailor, called this activity
at the Sailing Master, and
there were others besides basing their
presence on passing a fitness test.

This event will be the last of the talks to
be held on campus before April 13, at which time Professor
Magoun will summarize the entire
doing, followed by three sessions to
be charge of outside speakers
on specialized phases of marriage
research.

The Peace Corps: Early Marriage
Program at the beginning of the
conference of the most important
problems that arise early in marriage.

Professor Magoun will discuss the
importance of the wife earning a
salary. Professor Magoun's lecture
of a large number of women
in the work force as economic
and social changes are the two
most important problems that must be
faced. In a logical manner
problems will probably be discussed
by the speakers.

To Discuss Women's Place

Another adjustment of this lecture
will be discussed in the second
session of the day on the
domesticity of the wife earning a
salary. Professor Magoun's lecture
was given last night, and
was quite an interesting, creative,
and informative session. It was
attended by a large number of women
who came to hear the lecture, as
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THANKS FOR THE WEATHER

Mark Twain’s remark that everyone talks about the weather but no one does anything about it has become almost a part of Ameri-
can folklore. No one does much anything about the weather, except predict it. But there are times when no one wants to do anything about it, such as the past several days when the
tormenting snow storm was having its whir.

There is little enough going on to pull the student out of his routine. And the recent
terrestrial weather has an effect on him.
No one but the student can get so much
out of his studies as to be sure he’s
pleasure sufficiently.

The weather would be a great buming
atom. He can invent
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QUOTABLE QUOTES

The following quotations from John H. Bradlee’s book, Patterns of Survival,* seem so pertinent to us today, and so our spirits are risen, that everyone is printed with very little in the way of comment.

They rather speak for themselves. On a change of heart they can be read.

As a result of the broad way found with the statements; but no one can
deny their truth.

There are quotes that are taken from a chapter devoted to a general survey of humanism, and the word “he” refers to the general man. W. W. Riebold

“By a strange combination of generosity and kills the strong in futile wars. By a combination of generosity
and potence, he multiplies the basic necessities of
life beyond the capacity of the weaker man to
produce or create. And by a strange combination
of idealism and egoism, he seeks with finding a satisfactory system of
interpretation of human conduct.

By a strange combination of ingenuity and im-
potence, he multiplies the basic necessities of
life far beyond any possible need to let millions go hungry and unclothed for lack of a rational and equitable distribution...

The following is a survey of the universe, as it is considered by Dr. George E. Hale and Dr. Robert E. Millikan, in the book, The New World
in Which Man Lives:

“Rentricity is a new concept that has
come into our dictionary, and is
defined as the ability to produce
uniform results, and is the same as
the term "difference cir- culation"
in physics.

"Round and Round" Painstaking astronomical observations show that there is a cycle in the
way the sun and moon describes its yearly path around the earth.

"Rancor and Retaliation" There is no malice in the case of the above three, who are not even aware of each other’s existence.

"round the cradle to the grave.

"Internal climate and the behavior of gases should have stimulated far more and far a
little more than any sound or sight in nature, and do much more than any sound or sight in nature, and behavior of man. To be sure they are
more gratifying subjects for study because they are limited to the field of the known, whereas without knowledge of stars and gases, but he is trying
to find it increasingly difficult to live without knowledge of them. Perhaps it is true
by finding it increasingly difficult to benefit from his vast and growing knowledge of
certain fields."

"He is odd that the nature and stars and
weather."

"To be sure by tampering with himself he
has made a little mistake."

"To tell the Editor of The Tech,

"There are undoubtedly going to be some

*Author’s Note: The book Patterns of Survival was written by John H. Bradlee and published in 1927. It is a collection of essays that explore the principles of humanism and the role of the individual in society.

"The Incidents leading to the arrest were ridicule-
able."

"At any rate, he didn’t."

"When you don’t have a thing to do with
him..."

"When he walked to the sacrificial plazas,
purposed (5) of what had happened before, and the world of
the other and his own celebrity."

"Under these circumstances it will be
necessary for the "Great Ma-

"The idea given must reach the mind of
Northern Hemisphere, who is willing to
in India to her many and diverse

"As for many years as Radio, like Becca of
the old, the Radio Shack has been the meeting
place of engineers — amateurs and exper-
menters the world over. An ever present
pleasant atmosphere with a positive desire
to be of service has been our constant ob-
jet. Add to this a large diversified
stock of radio material well suited to your
needs.

Radio Shack Corporation

Boston — U. S. A.
Hedlund to Play Large Part in Record Attempt at Dartmouth by Lash, Borough

If the world indoor Cornell and with what quarter-some winter teams at Dartmouth's winter quarters tonight might credit will be beques to their host, M.V. tech coach.

Coach Lash, in running on his day and present an expert on track selection, has scheduled some pres- ently the best team six events in exhibi- tion, must be run in to the the first tentative for any and has also planned the time John Basil Can- ley, 16, and others who are able to be block the half-mile record that is held by John Basil Can- ley, Dartmouth's experienced runner is to be able to run to his schools.

Quarrel Over 5 Miles for Last

In two recent Boston Evening Transcript articles Coach Hedlund has summed up the facts concerning both

shar” detecting 1,200

Peter Lash, Indiana State, summed up the facts concerning both teams. Basil Can- ley, a pool-judge of the

M.I.T. Varsity Squash Team won

and sixteen lost

However, the trip and play owing to illness.

Two of the three of their matches. Two reg- ulars or dormitory allowed. Navin

Struck on Head By Officers

Navin was accused and con- demned to Play Large Part in Record

4- Art Arguelas, '41, won 3-0.

-. Al1 Barton, '40, won 3-0.

Tofh Millar, '40, won 3-0.

FLY WITH WIGGINS AIRWAYS

At Two Conveniently-Located Airports

Marlboro, VT - 1/2 Mile from Dartmouth

Mansfield, MA - 1/2 Mile from Boston

Nearby: Restaurants, Hotels, Shops

Columbia,Club of New York, and Columb. University. Inasmuch as these two strong metro- politan teams, the chances for Tech coming out very well in the coming National Intercollegiates is assured.

"Gay Alderson States"

"The rarity trip of Alderson, labor- ies and Shoreburne favored in fallen, and such one made out well. "Gay"

Alderson was senten of the after- matches he was in, losing one feet

and one open match. Alderson was

turned in a total of 273 to take second

schedules, so as to make their chance of gaining reer

could possibly be naturally

"Shoreburne" beat Hamilton College 17 to

10 last Saturday in Walker Gym-

room. The officer who arrested Fer- nandez and Navin on Probation

According to the boys, Fernandez

had been struck in the mouth

Amherst Streets to await the

boarding for a year, which prevents them

shooting for a year, which prevents them
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The Tech

TUESDAY, MARCH 14

3:00 P.M. Matrons Tea—Family Room.
6:00 P.M. Simplex Co. Dinner—Main Hall.
9:30 P.M. I.E.C. Dance—North Hall.
9:30 P.M. Girls Course XV Dinner—Faculty Room.
7:00 P.M. M.I.T. Orchestra Rehearsal—East Lounge.
8:30 P.M. Student’s Club—Gurley Room.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

12:30 P.M. Mr. Talca’s Luncheon—Silver Room.
6:00 P.M. Basketball Banquet—Graduate House.
6:00 P.M. Senior Honor Dinner—North Hall.
6:00 P.M. M.I.T. Hockey Banquet—Faculty Room.
6:00 P.M. Professor Schell’s Birthday—Silver Room.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16

4:45 P.M. Marshall Lecture—Room 207-208.
6:00 P.M. Docm. Committee Dinner—Silver Room.
6:00 P.M. Plant Engineers’ Dinner—Family Room.
7:30 P.M. Tea Beta Pi Smokes—North Hall.

Rider Chalafanty

166 PROSPECT STREET, CAMBRIDGE

WOODROW RADIO COMPANY
Wholesalers of Radio Parts and Scientific Supplies

THE GREAT WALLENDAS
a Combination that has thrilled millions all over the world.

the TOP combination

The Great Walledas the premier high wire artists of the world

... and the TOP Combination for more smoking pleasure is Chesterfield (the can’t-be-copied blend)

The sun never sets on Chesterfield’s popularity because Chesterfield combines... blends together... the world’s best cigarette tobaccos in a way that’s different from any other cigarette.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfield gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure... why THEY SATISFY

Special Discount to Tech Students

SHELL GAS
at No Discount

ALSO ON
Motor Tune Up, Delco Batteries and Ignition

Superior Electric Service
266 MASS. AVENUE
CAMBRIDGE
TEL. TRO. 2000

Copyright 1939, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.